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Speaking Personally...
has your experience across industries equipped you for
Q How
your next position?

A. The healthcare and life sciences ecosystem is ripe for disruption and
improvement with new technologies and business models to reduce
costs while improving the quality of patient care. Diverse healthcare
practices; resulting in accelerated growth, successful alliances, and
innovative new ways to serve customers.

Q A.

Why are entrepreneurial skills critical for every company?

their products and services incrementally better for existing customers. But
done faster, easier, more conveniently and less expensively. If companies
someone else will render them obsolete eventually.

would you describe your leadership style?
Q How
A.

Participatory, transparent and by example. It is important for me
to understand what motivates people and give public credit for successes.
I believe in frequent one-on-ones and team meetings, communicating
doing things right. I love mentoring, encouraging excellence and helping
people grow in and beyond their roles.

revenues 22% for Biscom:
Grew
and SaaS servers integrated with electronic
health records systems. Secured PHI.

global dental
Elevated Straumann
regenerative biologics, and digital dentistry
products, replaced manual and inconvenient
methods. Restored Smiles.

Lifeline Systems:
Increased
Emergency response systems replaced pullProtected Elderly.

Accelerated manufacturer,
medical and
dental practice growth at GE Healthcare
Financial Services and AT&T Capital Leasing.
GE divisions. Financed Sales Growth.

QA.

Disrupted and Panasonic:Xerox
Plain

and better ways. I also focus every day on ways to grow the business,

Fax replaced stand-alone fax, low-end fax
created multifunction peripheral industry.

How do you decide where to focus your attention on a given day?

